Meeting held at Mandurah on Friday, 13 December 2019

WEATHER: Fine TRACK: Good KENNEL TEMPERATURE: 18 Degrees
TIME KENNELS CLOSED: 7.00pm
Stewards: Mr C Kerr, Ms E Alessandrino, Mr M Pascoe
Veterinary Surgeon: Dr B Vale
Veterinary Assistant: Ms H Rawlings
Lure Driver: Mr M Frampton

SCRATCHINGS: Under R23, the following greyhounds will stand down for a period of 10 days through:
Injury: Race 10 SPACE GHOST (13/12)
Racing Elsewhere: Race 6 CHOMP MONELLI (13/12)
SAMPLES TAKEN: Race 3 ALWAYS THE BRIDE, Race 5 PETRIA MONELLI, Race 6 EQUITY FUND, Race 7 RITA

STEWARDS ADVICE:
The Heat Policy was applied to tonight's race meeting. Several measures were taken to limit and moderate all greyhounds' exposure to these conditions. These include but were not limited to, greyhounds went straight to the starting boxes for all races (no parading), greyhounds did not return to the dias after racing, greyhounds were held in the air-conditioned kennels for at least 20 minutes after competing; under the observation of the O.T.V, greyhounds were not loaded into their transport vehicles until leaving immediately thereafter, barking muzzles are fully prohibited in greyhound racing and ample hydration and cooling practises were implemented both at kennelling time and during the race meeting. No cases of Heat Stress were reported to Stewards or signs of distress, due to the heat, were observed by the O.T.V.

On 16 December 2019, Trainer Mr Justin Wood reported to Stewards that following it's race at Mandurah on Friday 13th December 2019 (Race 9), ALLEGATIONS had pulled up with a central tarsal bone fracture in the left hindleg and further advised that it will be retired.

Race 1 - Maiden/Provincial/405 - Maiden - 7:20 PM
CRAZY FOXY COOL began quickly. PINK ANGEL & GENTLEMAN FOX began slowly. ALVARADO checked off the heels of CRAZY FOXY COOL and collided with ENDLESS SWING on the first turn. PINK ANGEL checked off the heels of MAGIC DUB on the first turn. RUSTY RADIATOR & CRAZY FOXY COOL collided on the first turn. ENDLESS SWING & GENTLEMAN FOX collided on the first turn, ENDLESS SWING lost ground. GENTLEMAN FOX checked off the heels of ALVARADO approaching the home turn. MAGIC DUB checked off the heels of CRAZY FOXY COOL approaching the home turn. GENTLEMAN FOX raced wide on the home turn.

Race 2 - Mixed 3/4/Provincial/405 - Mixed 3/4 - 7:38 PM
RESTING TOUCHER began quickly. METAL BUSTER began slowly. FAB PHILIPPE, PEYTON PLACE & DANCE AWAY collided soon after the start, DANCE AWAY lost ground. METAL BUSTER checked off the heels of DANCE AWAY soon after the start. FAB PHILIPPE & METAL BUSTER collided on the first turn, FAB PHILIPPE lost ground. STICKY VICKI checked off the heels of PEYTON PLACE on the home turn. PEYTON PLACE checked off the heels of IT'S A DIAMOND on the home turn.

Race 3 - Novice/Provincial/405 - Novice - 7:57 PM
SAUSILITO & ALWAYS THE BRIDE began quickly. OUR SOVEREIGN checked off the heels of FEAR THE MAX and collided heavily with FOREVER TO EXCEL soon after the start. YANDERRA MICK & LAWRENCIUM collided on the first turn. YANDERRA JIMMY galloped on the heels of LAWRENCIUM on the first turn, LAWRENCIUM lost ground. LAWRENCIUM & OUR SOVEREIGN collided on the home turn. FOREVER TO EXCEL checked off the heels of LAWRENCIUM on the home turn. OUR SOVEREIGN checked off the heels of YANDERRA JIMMY in the home straight.

LAWRENCIUM was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.

Race 4 - Free For All (s)/Provincial/405 - Free For All (s) - 8:22 PM
UNTOLD SOLIDER & NANDO'S THUNDER collided soon after the start. BAGO COOPS & WESTDALE BANDIT collided heavily on the first turn, both lost ground. LOVE ME TINDER & UNIVERSALE GAS collided approaching the home turn. WESTDALE BANDIT checked off the heels of BAGO COOPS collided approaching the home turn. WESTDALE BANDIT checked off the heels of BAGO COOPS collided on the home turn. BAGO COOPS checked off the heels of CROCODILE SENOR in the home straight.

Race 5 - Free For All (s)/Provincial/490 - Free For All (s) - 8:37 PM
PETRIA MONELLI, FIRST RULE & BANJO'S GIRL began quickly. SHINBONER began slowly. TORO TONIC & FIRST RULE collided soon after the start. TORO TONIC & FIRST RULE collided on the first turn. WEST ON HOLLY & BANJO'S GIRL collided on the first turn, WEST ON HOLLY lost ground. TORO TONIC & FIRST RULE collided on the first turn, TORO TONIC lost ground and collided with BREAKER UPPER. FIRST RULE, BREAKER UPPER & WEST ON HOLLY collided on the second turn. WEST ON HOLLY & SHINBONER collided on the second turn. FIRST RULE & BREAKER UPPER collided on the second turn, BREAKER UPPER lost ground. BANJO'S GIRL & SHINBONER collided approaching the home turn. BREAKER UPPER checked off the heels of FIRST RULE on the home turn.

Race 6 - "the Shorts" (Final)/Provincial/405 - Open - 8:57 PM
ROYCE MONELLI began quickly. BROOKSY MONELLI began slowly. BROOKSY MONELLI & ROXY'S DOUBLE collided soon after the start. SIR BARWOOD, WESTDALE DRIFTER & LA QUE collided soon after the start. BROOKSY MONELLI & SIR BARWOOD collided on the first turn. SIR BARWOOD & LA QUE collided on the first turn. WESTDALE ARES & ROYCE MONELLI collided approaching the home turn. BROOKSY MONELLI checked off the heels of WESTDALE ARES collided in the home straight. WESTDALE ARES checked off the heels of EQUITY FUND who stumbled, lost ground and collided with BROOKSY MONELLI in the home straight.

A post race Veterinary examination revealed TROUPER MONELLI has a Right - Hindleg - Tarsal Sprain (Hock) and has been stood down for 10 days.

Race 7 - Mixed 4/5/Provincial/405 - Mixed 4/5 - 9:17 PM
RITA KEEPING began quickly. RUNNING ON GAS began slowly. SWEET AS FATE & NOBELIUM collided on the first turn. NOBELIUM checked off the heels of SWEET AS FATE on the first turn. SHINBONER PRIDE, FANTASTIC ZIP & SWEET AS FATE collided on the first turn, SHINBONER PRIDE lost ground. TROUPER MONELLI & DARK BEYOND collided several times approaching the home turn. TROUPER MONELLI checked off the heels of DARK BEYOND on the home turn. SWEET AS FATE checked off the heels of FANTASTIC ZIP in the home straight.

A post race Veterinary examination revealed TROUPER MONELLI has a Right - Hindleg - Tarsal Sprain (Hock) and has been stood down for 10 days.

Race 8 - Grade 5/Provincial/490 - Grade 5 - 9:32 PM
POWERED BY GAS & EBBY REFEREE began quickly. ME OLE CHINA began slowly. ANY TIPS JIM & PINKIE PIE collided soon after the start, PINKIE PIE lost ground. LEILANI'S LAD & BEST NOT ARGUE collided on the first turn. LEILANI'S LAD & ME OLE CHINA collided approaching the second turn. LEILANI'S LAD & ME OLE CHINA collided on the second turn. LEILANI'S LAD & BEST NOT ARGUE collided on the second turn. ME OLE CHINA checked off the heels of LEILANI'S LAD on the second turn. EBBY REFEREE checked off the heels of POWERED BY GAS in the home straight.

Race 9 - Grade 5/Provincial/405 (1) - Grade 5 - 9:52 PM
MAUDE MONELLI, VIENNA CHARM & SHINBONER SPIRIT began quickly. ALLEGATIONS, DAWsie & CLIFTON FLYER began slowly. CLIFTON FLYER & CHOMP MONELLI collided soon after the start, CHOMP MONELLI lost ground. OIL SPILL & VIENNA CHARM collided soon after the start. ALLEGATIONS & DAWsie collided soon after the start. MAUDE MONELLI & OIL SPILL collided approaching the first turn, MAUDE MONELLI lost ground. DAWsie & VIENNA CHARM collided on the first turn, DAWsie lost ground and collided with CHOMP MONELLI. ALLEGATIONS & DAWsie collided on the first turn, DAWsie lost ground. CHOMP MONELLI checked off the heels of MAUDE MONELLI on the home turn.

Race 10 - Mixed 5/6/Country/302 - Mixed 5/6 - 10:12 PM
FABRAOAk & SANDY LOCH began quickly. RED ELECTRICAL began slowly. SVETLANA MONELLI & YORGI BLUES collided soon after the start, YORGI BLUES lost ground. YORGI BLUES checked off the heels of RED ELECTRICAL approaching the home turn. SLICK AZZ EL raced wide in the home turn. FABRAOAk checked off the heels of SANDY LOCH in the home straight.
DASHING TIGER began quickly. PYJAMAS began slowly. WISE UP & PORSCHE MONELLI collided soon after the start. RED ROCKET JETT & PROMETHIUM collided soon after the start. PYJAMAS & PORSCHE MONELLI collided approaching the first turn. DASHING TIGER & PROMETHIUM collided on the first turn. PYJAMAS checked off the heels of RED ROCKET JETT and collided with PORSCHE MONELLI on the first turn. WISE UP & PORSCHE MONELLI collided on the first turn, both lost ground. DASHING TIGER & PROMETHIUM collided approaching the home turn.